Congratulations to the physical therapist assistants (PTAs) who have achieved APTA’s Recognition of Advanced Proficiency for 2013-2014. These PTAs have met all of the eligibility requirements for recognition, including a minimum of 2,000 hours of clinical experience in the selected category of work, a minimum of 60 hours of continuing education in the past 5 years, and significant contributions to their community and/or the profession. APTA congratulates the recipients who were recognized during APTA’s Honors and Awards Ceremony!

**Acute Care**
Urszula Boryczka, PTA
Cathy S. Hoyt, PTA
Reva Pincusoff, PTA, CCI

**Aquatic**
Patricia Lefrak Haddock, PTA

**Education**
Katherine Denise Berrey, PTA, BSEd *
Christina Onnus Cayce, PTA
Rhonda Lynn Figueroa, PTA
Tobe Lee Gillogly, PTA *
Tere Karella, PTA, BS
Kimberly Salyers, PTA, MAEd
Kelli Walsingham, PTA, MS

**Geriatric**
Judy Campbell, PTA
Linda Kay Doehne, PTA
Shannon Kay Heim, PTA
Marcia Ellen Holsinger, PTA *
Ann M. Lowrey, PTA *
Heather Nicole Mullenax, PTA, BS
Pamela Claude Stenhouse, PTA
Vivian R. Wallace, PTA
Kathy A. Williamson, PTA *

**Integumentary**
Amanda Carol Green-Thiel, PTA, CWCA

**Musculoskeletal**
Joshua Chase Anderson, PTA, CKTP
Tracy A. Bijoeux, PTA, BA
Derrik Alan Born, PTA *
Stephen Paul Britton, PTA
Russell R. Chrischilles, PTA, BA *
Melissa Jane Durante, PTA
“Dee” Virginia Isabel Ellis, PTA *
Alessia HelenAnna Eng, PTA
Ashlee Esplen, PTA, MS, LMT
Katie Marie Godmare, PTA
Laura Goretzki, PTA
Robin Lachelle Herron, PTA
Ryan Dean Hickman, PTA
Debra Lynn Hill, PTA
Daniel Charles Holmes, PTA, BS
Richard Lee Johnson, PTA, BS
Petra M. Kerrigan, PTA
Karla Vreeland Koenig, PTA
Suzette Elaine Kruger, PTA
Janice Lynn Molchil, PTA *
Pamela Ann Mueller, PTA, BS *
Shelley Kay Newcom, PTA
Jana L. Nicholson, PTA
Melanie Pennington, PTA, MS
Vivian Lea Plummer-Benick, PTA
Katherine Ellen Ryan, PTA *
Martin Stoddard, PTA
Rhona W. Sullivan, PTA *
Cheryl Telk, PTA
Michelle Rene Tinsley, PTA
Mariegerndanhanraan Wardrop, PTA, BS
Jessica Elaine Watterson, PTA
Shannon Dean Wilcken, PTA, BS
Jeffrey Witte, PTA
Shelley Woodroof, PTA
Robert Paul Worden, PTA, MS, MBA, CAGS, ATC *
Amanda Lynn Yates, PTA

**Neuromuscular**
Tara Marie Anstensen, PTA
Jennifer Lee Clancy, PTA, BS
Cynthia Ann Larhm Flanagan, PTA
Kay Louise Grover, PTA *
Richard Lee Johnson, PTA, BS
Ashlesha Parikh, PTA, BS, MSHS

**Pediatric**
Jamie Lynn Benjamin, PTA
Kathy Renée Gamble, PTA
Cynthia Jean Hogan, PTA
Jodi Lee Pfeiffer, PTA
Catherine Ann Thompson, PTA
Helen L. Wong, PTA, AAS, BS

* Indicates PTAs who achieved their first recognitions 5 years ago in the same or a different category and are now being recognized for a second time.

New categories of work are being added to PTA Recognition of Advanced Proficiency. Keep up with the news at www.apta.org/ptarecognition.